
Notes 
(For standard Bell Tents).  

A. Do not worry about the zipping feature in our standard Bell Tent porches. The zips are 
to be used when zipping multiple porches together to create longer tunnels or porches. 

For our XL Bell Tents, our zipping feature will enable the porch to zip to a BTV XL tent only. XL 
porches can also be used to zip multiple porches together. XL porches may also fit other model 

Bell Tents that have a 2m high door.  
 
Door widths- If you plan to use a BTV porch with another model Bell Tent, the focus should be 
on the door height. The porch will only work with Bell Tents which have a similar door height! 

Tolerance 3-4cm.  
If the door on your Bell Tent is wider or shorter, you may have open gaps.  
 
Setting Up  

 
Our porches are designed to retro fit to a pitched Bell Tent. 

1. Lay the porch out on the floor with the door nudged right up to your erected Bell Tent. 

The side with the additional zip should be facing your Bell Tent.  
2. Peg the groundsheet/porch out so that the base is nice and flat.  

For XL Bell Tents connecting to an XL porch, skip parts 3 & 4. The porch will zip directly 
to the tent. 

3. Remove the rubber a-frame rain cap from your Bell Tent. Locate the eyelet hole in the 
porch and carefully lift the roof of the porch so that the eyelet hole slips over the A-
frame spike of your Bell Tent. (If this is tight, you should loosen or remove the two 
nearest pegs closest to the doors. 

4. Place the rain cap back into position to hold everything in place. (Lift the porch on top 
of the spike not under! This will allow for your Bell Tent doors to close as usual). 

5. Insert the opposite door pole. 
6. Now simply begin pegging your guy ropes to create tension. Be sure to loosen off your 

guy rope sliders first. 
7. Take note that the two guy ropes closest to your Bell Tent should pull in the opposite 

direction back towards your Bell Tent. This will ensure that the gap between your Bell 

Tent and the porch is as minimal as possible. (Note, very little rain if any will enter 
through this gap however a slight gap will remain). 



8. Now tighten up the remaining guy ropes.



 



 


